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Introduction: Neural Control of Movement and Memory
The brain uses several different types of mechanisms to control the temporal organization of behavior. This chapter summarizes biological neural networks which model two types of temporal control. The first model is the VITEWRITE model of handwriting production (Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes, 1993) . The second model is the STORE model for encoding sequences of events in working memory (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992) . Both models have arisen from a computational analysis of relevant behavioral and neural data bases. In both models, the temporal properties of the behavior are not explicitly represented in the network, but instead are emergent properties of multicellular interactions. This fact raises the issue of what organizational principles enable the networks to generate goaloriented temporal relationships despite the fact that these relationships are not explicitly represented in model mechanisms.
The VITEWRITE Model of Handwriting Production
The VI'I'EWRITE model addresses a number of key issues concerning the skilled perforrna.nce of sequentia.l actions: What is a. motor program? How can a. complex rnovernent be flexibly performed at. will with variable speed, size, a.nd style without requiring new learning? How does the brain control a redundant manipulator that possesses more degrees of freedom than the space in which it moves? How can smooth curvilinear rnovernents be organized by such a. redundant manipulator? In particular, how is the timed launching of different groups, or synergies, of muscles achieved so that the desired directions, distances, and curvatures of movement are achieved? How, moreover, can "acts of will" that vary the speed and size of movements achieve their goal, thereby changing distances and curvatures of movement, without disrupting the correct directions of movement that preserve its overall form through time? The VI'l'EWRl'I'E model, sumrna.rized in Figure 1 , introduces a new concept of how a "motor program" can control skilled sequential movements. 'I'his motor progra.rn is not explicitly represented in the model. Rather, it is an emergent property of feedback interactions between a working rnemory representation of desired movement directions (called a. Vector Plan), a.nd a. trajectory generator for rnoving the limb (called a Vl'l'E circuit). The Vl'I'EWlU'l'E model also provides a new analysis of how the use of a. redundant rnanipulator can simplify the problem of motor planning.
The Vl'l'EWRI'I'E model demonstrates how a working memory can control writing movements tha.t exhibit ma.ny properties of human handwriting when it interacts reciprocally with a. suitably defined trajectory generator coupled to a model hand with redundant degrees of freedorn. These results extend the applicability of the VITE model frorn the control of reaching behaviors Grossberg, 1988, 1991) to the control of complex curvilinear trajectories. Using a. hand with redundant degrees of freedom, here taken to be three (Figure 2 ), simpliftes the motor program, or plan, in at least three ways, that will be explained in subsequent sections. First, each of the three motor synergies, or coordinated muscle groups, of such a ha.ncl can be controlled with unimodal velocity profiles. Second, the Vector Plan working memory consists of a discrete set of difference vectors that are read into a VITE circuit at prescribed times. These difference vectors, called pla.nning vectors, represent the Jttne 28, 1994 direction and desired amount of contraction of a motor synergy. They are denoted by DVp below. Third, the motor program automatically launches transient directional commands to the hand synergies at only two phases in a movement----when the hand begins to move, or when a peak velocity in one of the synergies is achieved. Figure 2 Such a motor program can be utilized with a VITE model because the VITE model contains a processing stage at which an outflow representation of intended movement velocity is represented. This stage computes the product DV m·GO of difference vectors DVm multiplied by a, GO signa.!. The continuously changing DV m vectors are called movement vectors. They are not the discrete planning vectors DV 1 ,. The GO signals that multiply the movement vectors are "will to act", or analog speed, signals that cause movement of a motor synergy if its DV m is not equal to zero. The DV m·GO outflow commands continuously move the synergy towards a desired target configuration until its DVm equals zero. The maxima in time of these DV m·GO outflow commands in the VI'I'E trajectory generator are used as feedback control signals to read-out the next planning vector DVp. Using this type of internal feedback loop, an increase in the GO signal can speed up a handwriting movement without changing its form. In a similar way, a GRO signal (defined below) can multiply the planning vectors DVp before the net signals DVp·GRO arrive at the VITE model, resulting in a. handwritten movement of different size but the same form.
In summary, the VI'I'EWRI'I'E model converts the Vector Plan's temporally discrete and disjoint planning vectors DVp·GRO into smooth curvilinear trajectories among temporally overlapping synergetic rnovements. The unimodal temporal shapes of the DVm:GO outflow velocity cornmands to the motor synergies are an emergent property of the entire VITEWlUTE circuit. When a peak in one synergy's DVm·GO function is attained, it can activate read-out of a planning vector from the motor progra.rn to the VITE circuitry that controls other synergies. 1'hese properties enable the VlTEWlUTE model to avoid explicit stora.ge of within-stroke time lags, to use few memory resources to store the planning vectors, to employ a.ctivity-based DVm·GO decisions to automatically read-out the planning vectors, and to thereby achieve speed and size rescaling in response to scalar GRO (size) and GO (speed) acts-of-will, while effortlessly concatenating letter shapes into words.
The VITEWRI'I'E model builds upon desirable properties of the VITE model that have been described in previous studies of VI'I'E-controlled reaching. Indeed, a role for the VlTE rnodel in handwriting control was noticed soon after its introduction in Bullock a.rrd Grossberg (1988) , since the Vl'I'E circuit generates emergent properties that mimic key properties of handwriting data .. These include the isochrony principle, namely the tendency for strokes of different size to be completed with approximately equal duration; (Schornaker, Thomassen, and Teulings, 1989; Viviani and Terzuolo, 198il) ; skewed velocity profiles (Wann, NimrnoSmith, and Wing, 1988) , typically with faster rise and slower fall in velocity; the synthesis of continuous complex movements from unit segments (Soechting and 'I'erzuolo, 1987) ; and the tendency of maximal curvatures of a trajectory to occur at locations of minimurn velocity (Abend, Bizzi, and Mora.sso, 1982; Fetters and 'I'odd, 1987; Viviani and 'I'erzuolo, 1980) .
The three main components of the VI'J'EWlUTE model are: ( 1) a geometrical model of the hand, (2) a VITE neural trajectory generator, and (3) a. Vector Pla.n working memory. By combining these elements, precise extrinsic control of onset and offset timing is unnecessary.
June 28, 1994 Instead, the times at which subsequent movement commands are read-out from the working memory are automatically determined by events in the trajectory generator, which, in turn, are sensitive to previous working memory and volitional signals.
Geometry of the Hand
The number of motor segments used in handwriting is large, involving every joint from the shoulder to the fingers. The analysis here is restricted to the hand only, which still has a total of seven degrees of freedom (DOF) from the wrist to the fingertip. Most of these hand joints operate in concert during handwriting to control three main sets of motor synergists, or muscle groups. Accordingly, the hand model in Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) has three DOFs: vertical wrist rotation (supination/pronation, called X) finger extension/retra.ction (called Y), and horizontal wrist rotation (called R), a.s in Figure 2 .
The extra, third degree of freedom, R, can be used to reduce the complexity of both the motor program and the neural trajectory generator. As an example, consider the simple stroke depicted in Figure 3 . In Cartesian space, this stroke can be generated by a mix of unimodal and bimodal velocity profiles with unequal component movement durations, as shown in Figure 3a . By adding a third DOF, which, at least in this example, acts in much the same way as the horizontal component, the same stroke can now be generated using only unimodal, bell-shaped velocity proftles with equal durations. Because of this simplification, there is a unique maximum outflow velocity during each synergetic movetnent that can be used to trigger read-out of the next working memory command. In this way, a. redundant degree of freedom can be used to reduce the cotnplexity of both trajectory generation and motor planning.
A further simplification is made by considering the relative amplitudes of synergetic movernent that are characteristic of skilled ha.ndwriting. Both the effects of finger extension a.nd vertical wrist rotation in handwriting are small in relation to the total range (d. La.cquaniti et. al., 1987) , and the radius of horizontal wrist rotation is rather large in relation to finger extension and vertical wrist rotation. 'fhe trajectories of each of these cornponents are thus good a.pproximat.ions to straight lines. Therefore, we further sirnplify the geometrical hand model by modelling both X (vertical wrist rotation) and Y (finger extension) as a.n orthogonal system of spatially stra.ight lines. However, since these axes of movement are mounted on the hand (and not fixed with respect to the drawing surface), this coordinate system can be rotated by horizontal wrist motion.
Under these assumptions, if the wrist is located a.t spatial location (0,0), then the pen tip, or end effector location (Ex, Ey) can be found by
where :c and y denote the X and Y excursions, respectively, and r stands for the horizontal angle of the hand with respect to the arm. The length of the hand frorn the wrist to the knuckles, denoted a.s I, is large relative to the X, Y and R excursions.
Synchronous Trajectory Formation by Vector Integration to Endpoint
The Vector Integration To Endpoint, or VITE, model of Grossberg (1988, 1991 ) is a neural model of a trajectory generator whose outflow commands control multi-joint motor trajectories. The model shows how a group of muscles may be dynamically bound into a motor synergy, and once bound, how the synergy can perform synchronous movements at variable speeds. We therefore often call synergy, synchrony, and speed the "3 S's" of trajectory formation. The VITE model outputs are the inputs to a second neural model called the FLETE model for Factorization of LEngth and TEnsion. The FLETE model suggests how outflow commands from a VITE circuit may be transformed into positionally accurate movements of an arm that is subjected to variable external forces and stiffness levels (Bullock and Grossberg, 1991; Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 1992) . In other words, the VITE model forms part of the Platonic trajectory planning apparatus of a larger movement control system, whereas the FLETE model controls Newtonian force and motor plant related factors to ensure that the arm closely tracks VITE outflow movement commands. To accomplish this, the FLETE model compares VITE outflow velocity DV · GO and positional PPV signals with dynamic and static inflow signals from the muscles themselves to trigger either reactive responses to position a.! errors or ada.ptively timed ga.in changes tha.t serve to predictively preempt errors before they can occur on future movement trials. In the original references, the VITE model is interpreted in terms of neural data. about brain regions such as parietal cortex, motor cortex, and ba.sal ganglia. The FLETE model is interpreted in terms of neural data about the spina.! cord and cerebellum. These spinocerebellar interactions will not be further discussed herein. The VITE circuit consists of four neural processing stages tha.t are depicted in Figure 1 . 'I'he first stage computes a Target. Position Vector (TPV) that encodes desired limb positions. As in the VITEWRI'I'E rnodel (Figure 1 ), these target locations are derived from signals coded in terms of muscle lengths from higher processing stages. 'I'he Present Position Vect.or (PPV) stage integrates its inputs over time to generate outflow movement. signals to spinal neuron pools, which in turn act. on rnuscles capable of moving the ann. 'I' he Difl'erence Vector (DV) stage continuously computes the difference between PPV and TPV using excitatory outflow signals from the '.I.'PV and inhibitory corollary discharge, or effercncc copy, signals from the PPV. 'I'his DV is denoted by DVm in Figure l .
Outflow from the DV to PPV is multiplied, or gated, by a nonspecific GO signal. Before any movement begins, a desired position command ma.y be loaded into the TPV and relayed to the DV. This operation is called motor priming (Georgopoulos el al., 1984) . Until the GO signa.! grows positive, however, no change in PPV can occur. Once the GO signa.! becorncs positive, the PPV can start integrating its input. signals at the rate GO·DV (see Figure 4) . This multiplicative interact.ion maintains the direction coded by DV while using the GO signal to modulate the speed of movement in this direction. 'I'he size of the GO signal is assumed to grow monotonically once a movement is initiated. Since the PPV integrates DV·GO, the rate of change of the outflow PPV signa.!, namely ,f 1 PPV, tracks DV·GO. T'hus DV·GO provides an internal measure of the commanded movement velocity d 1 1 P PV. The DV is driven to zero by inhibitory feedback from PPV to DV as the PPV approaches the TPV. The system thus equilibrates when the PPV equals the TPV. If a single GO signal multiplies all outflow commands from the DV equally, all components of a given motor synergy tend to complete their movernent synchronously, regardless of GO signa.! magnitude or component June 28, 1994 movement amplitude (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) .
Coordination of Multiple Motor Synergies with Asynchronous Onsets and Offsets
The production of curved trajectories during handwriting requires, however, that distinct movement components have distinct but overlapping velocity profiles. These phase lags suggest that the several hand synergies (finger extension, horizontal wrist rotation, and vertical wrist rotation) cannot be grouped into one TPV with a single GO signal, since the VITE circuit would work towards making all component movements terminate at the same time. Instead, each of the three synergies of the hand model is controlled by its own VITE circuits, with separately initiated GO signals. These GO signals are reset before the onset of a new movement by each synergy. The assumption of multiple GO signal channels is consistent with data on the proposed anatomical site of GO signal generation, namely the basal ganglia (Bullock and Grossberg, 1991 , Horak and Anderson, 1984a , 1984b . Recent reports indicate that pathways through the basal ganglia maintain somatotopy, or motor-channel specificity (Parent, 1990) , and work summarized by Golani (1992) implicates the basal ganglia in gating the degrees of freedom that are incorporated into different movements.
Model Equations
The equations that govern the dynamics of the multi-channel VITE circuit are as foi- 
By equation ( 4), the movement vector V tracks the difference T-P at rate a. Equation ( 4) simplifies the original VITE equations (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) , which used an opponent push-pull mechanism to avoid negative values for 1~ (see Figure 4) . Here, agonist and antagonist activations are lumped into one va.ria.ble by allowing negative values.
GO Signal
G;(t) = Go(t-i;j)"
where Go is a constant and i;j is the jth time at which synergy i is launched. The GO signal grows monotonically until time t; 1 , when it is reset to zero. This stereotyped and
June 28, 1994 repetitive GO signal rule is capable of generating arbitrary cursive script letters shapes. In all simulations, n = 1.4, which produces nearly symmetrical bell-shaped velocity profiles. Equation (5) for the growth of the GO signal is one of many that could be used, and is chosen wholly for convenience. Bullock and Grossberg (1988) showed that many psychophysical properties of arm movements could be fit by a wide variety of GO signal shapes. In particular, they showed that a physically plausible GO signal could be generated by two or more neurons activated in series by a step function input. In the VITE model, using a cascade to generate a GO signal is one of two determinants of the velocity profile-the DV being the other. In the Plamondon (1989) handwriting model, a much longer cascade is used to generate the entire velocity profile.
Present Position Vector d . .
'I' he PPV integrates its input signals at the rate V;G;. Since v; tracks 'li-P; and P; increases if T; > P; or decreases if T; < P;, the process continues until all P; = ~li, i = 1, 2, ... , n.
Feedback Control of Sequential Movement Commands
To produce the smooth, curved trajectories of script, synergy DVp directions and GO signa.! onsets need to be appropriately timed. The onset timing for the next stroke in a motor program could be deterrnined in two ways. In one way, the time of launching the next stroke is a parameter of the motor program ( cf. Schomaker et al., 1989) . In the second way, some event in the controller itself, or even downstream from the controller, triggers execution of the next stroke. The first possibility faces the difficulty that the motor program may not be able to cornpensate for changes in stroke size and speed of execution. For example, the shape of a trajectory could be very different at different execution speeds. unless the timing of successive onsets could automatically compensate for such motor variability.
If triggering a successive stroke is contingent on a characteristic event in the velocity vector of the movement, this problem is avoided, since onset lags then shift automatically with speed of execution. An outflow representation of each synergy's velocity is encoded in the VITE model by the model neurons whose activities represent the DVm:GO processing sta.gc (see Section 4). Such an outflow representation avoids the instability problems that could otherwise occur if delayed inflow signals from the muscles themselves were used. Simulation studies by Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) have shown that two events are suitable to launch a stroke. These are: (1) times when there is a match between 'I'PV and PPV, a.ncl consequently all velocities are close to zero. This event is called a postural la.unch; (2) times at the peak of one or more velocity traces. 'I'his event is called a dyna.mic lmmch. In a dynamic launch, a peak in one of the velocity profiles initiates movement of new synergies by triggering read-in of new targets and reset of their respective GO signals. The new targets may be zero for some or all components. In the postural launch, a point of zero velocity can also trigger a new movement.. Thus the launch times lij in (5) and Figure 5 occur either when a synergy i is a.t rest or when the outflow speed command DV·GO of another synergy reaches a maximal size. Reset occurs a.t times ti 1 when the PPV of the synergy equals its TPV. This control scheme is robust with respect to changes in command timing. Perturbing onset timing results in rounder shapes if a dynamic launch occurs before the peak of another velocity profile, and rnore angular shapes if the launch occurs after the peak. (i June 28, 1994 If a new target is launched only when one of these two types of events occurs, then the phase relations between any two component velocity traces are limited to either 0 or 90 degrees. Each peak and zero in the outflow velocity trace DV m ·GO can activate read-out of the next planning vector DYp from the working memory, as in Figure 5 . Such a DYp reads a. new directional movement command into the TPV of the VITE circuit. Each DV J! also activates the GO signal of the corresponding synergy. These TPV commands point in the independent X, Y, and R directions. Their amplitudes equal the maximal excursion of the letter in that direction. The order, timing, and size of these synergy commands determine the curvature of the movement. All the stored commands in the vector plan that characterizes a letter in this scheme are generated at discrete times in independent directions. The VITE model automatically converts these temporally discrete commands into continuously curved trajectories of appropriate shape. Such a controller affords a. huge compression of the premotor and motor commands needed to generate cursive script. Some key properties of movement generated by the VITEWIUTE model are summarized below. An example of a. script letter "b" is shown in Figure 5 . 'I'he motor progra.m-.. -tha.t is the sequence of directional targets for the controller is sumrna.rizecl in 'I'able 1. Each row in 'fable 1 conesponds to a stroke segment shown in the small pa.nels on the lower right side of Figure 5 . Table 1 To start with, a.n X motion to the right is launched (stroke segment 1 in Figure 5 and ha.lf cycle 1 in 'I'a.ble 1). At the time when X reaches maximum velocity, a. Y motion upwards is la.unched (stroke 2). At the peak of this Y motion, a. small X motion to the left is launched (stroke 3), and so forth. The letter "b" is a relatively sirnple exarnple because the trajectory of this letter is a variation of a circle, but with different amplitudes for X andY in every stroke. 'fhe similarity to a. circular trajectory can also easily be seen by the up-down alternation of the velocity profiles. Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (199il) discuss how use of a consistent stylistic strategy for each letter enables letters to be effortlessly connected into word shapes, an example of which is depicted in Figure 6 . Some aspects of the kinematics of handwriting trajectories Me invariant with respect to variations in starting point, slant, and size (Viviani and Terzuolo, 1980; Morasso, 1981) . These inva.riances are also exhibited by the model. Figure 7 displays variations of a "b" letter trajectory achieved by rescaling the volitional GRO command. 'I'his "b" shape is created by a different combination of synergetic commands than in Figure 5 , thereby illustrating the flexibility that can be achieved using a. redundant manipulator. In each panel of Figure 7 , all the components D; of TVP; are multiplied by the same GRO scalarS, butS varies across the panels. This va.ria.ble GRO command modifies the size of the lct.ters produced, but leaves the trajectory shape invMia.nt. The simplified geometrical model defined in equations (1) and (2) produces perfect shape invariance under size scaling. If a more elaborate geometrical model of the hand is used, extreme finger angles at the border of the workspace produce June 28, 1994 distortions; see Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) . In addition, changes in writing style can be achieved by multiplying each component. Di of TPYi by a different scalar S';. Figure 8 , which shows the same letter performed at a given speed and at double that speed. This is achieved by rescaling the GO signal via. parameter Go in equation (5). This simulation assumes that new synergies are instantaneously launched at the velocity maxima of other synergies. If a small but finite reaction time is needed to launch, invariance would not be substantially influenced until speeds were attained at which the duration of each synergy was not much greater than the reaction time. Then the smooth curvature of the letter shape would begin to deteriorate, leading to stra.ighter trajectories followed by more sudden changes of curvature. The ease with which size and speed invariance are demonstrated in the VITEWRITE model derives from the model's use of DV's to control updating of the TPV in equation (3) and updating of the PPV in equation (6). Once DV directional control is available, scalar GRO and GO volitional signals can transform a stereotyped series of DV's into motor performances whose sizes and speeds can be adjusted to match variable environmental conditions. Models which utilize DV's for their spatial and trajectory control have generically been called Vector Associative Maps, or YAMs (Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991) . Another widely observed invariant of movernent is the strong coupling between velocity and curvature (Morasso, 1981; Abend, Bizzi, and Morasso, 1982) . In general, peaks in the curvature profile occur at troughs in the velocity profile. Lacquaniti, 'I'erzuolo, and forrnulated a "two-thirds power law" to describe the crnpirical relation between curvature and velocity. This law relates angular velocity A(t) to curvature C(t) as A(t) = kC(t) 2 1 3 , which ca.n be rewritten for tangentia.l velocity V(t,) as V(l;) = kR(t,)il The agreement is close but not perfect. Indeed, the two-thirds power function is itself an imperfect descriptor of hurnan performance. Warm, Nimrno-Smith, and Wing (1988) have noted that one basis for the discrepa.ncy is that human velocity profiles are not perfectly symmetrical about the peak velocity value. VITE velocity profiles show the same durationdependent deviation from perfect symmetry that is seen in human handwriting rnovernents Grossberg, 1988, 1991; Nagasaki, 1989) . 10. Complex Skilled Movement as an Emergent Property The VI'I'EWRI'I'E model demonstrates how a multi-channel VITE trajectory generator, controlling a suitably designed hand with redundant degrees of freedom, enables a simple motor program to generate complex curvilinear movements that have many of the properties that humans exhibit when they produce cursive script. In particular, the existence of a June 28, 1994 DYm·GO processing stage enables the VITE model to trigger read-out of new motor commands at peak values of a. synergy's outflow velocity profile. Using this trigger, the DV m's that update the TPV and the PPV processing stages may be modulated by volitional GO signals that rescale the speed of handwriting without changing its form. Likewise, the use of a motor program that consists of planning vectors DVp released by velocity-sensitive events in the trajectory generator enable volitional GRO signals to rescale the size of handwriting without changing its form. From a higher computational viewpoint, the use of difference vectors such as DVp and DV m in Figure 1 , gated by volitional commands such as GRO and GO, and integrated to yield positional commands such a.s TPV and PPV, provide a computational framework for analysing how many goal-oriented complex movements are made and flexibly modified under variable task conditions. Neural network architectures in which these directional, volitional, and positional commands are interactively repeated have been called YAM Cascades (Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991) . Accumulating theoretical and empirical evidence points to YAM Cascades as a computational framework for the control of planned biological movements. See Bullock, Grossberg, and Guenther (1993) , Grossberg, el al. (1993) , and Guenther el; al. (1991) for further discussion.
Shape invariance under speed rescaling is demonstrated in
The second part of this chapter addresses the question of how a working rnemory, such as the Vector Plan in Figure 1 , may be organized. What is a working memory, and what are the organizational principles that govern its design?
What is a Working Memory?
Working memory is the type of rnernory in which a novel temporally ordered sequence of events, such as a telephone number, can be temporarily stored and then perfonned (Baddeley, 1976) . Working memory is a kind of short-term memory (STM) and, unlike long-term memory (l:I'M), it can be quickly erased by a distracting event. 'I'here is a large experimental literature on the topic of working memory, as well as a variety of models (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1971; Cohen, Grossberg, and Stork, 1987; Elman, 1990; Grossberg, 1970 Grossberg, , 1978a Grossberg, , 1978b Grossberg and Pepe, 1971; Grossberg and Stone, 1986; Gut.freund and Meza.rd, 1988; Guyon, Personnaz, Nadal, and Dreyfus, 1988; Jordan, 1986; Reeves and Sperling, 1986; Schreter and Pfeifer, 1989; Seibert, 1991; Seibert and Waxman, l990a, 1990b; Wa.ng and Arbib, 1990 ).
The present class of models, called STORE (Sustained Tempora.l Order H .. Ecurrent) models, exhibit. properties that have not previously been available in a dynamically defined working memory (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992, 199,1) . In particular, STORE working memories are designed to encode the invariant ternpora.l order of sequential events, or items, that may be presented with widely differing growth rates, amplitudes, dumtions, and interstimulus intervals. 'I'he S'I'ORE rnodel is also designed to enable all possible groupings of the events stored in STM to be stably learned and remernbered in LT!'vl, even when new events are perturbing the system. In other words, these working memories enable chunks (also called compressed, categorical, or unitized representations) of a stored list to be encoded in LTM in a. manner that is not erased by the continuous barrage of new inputs to the working lTICITlOry.
Working mernorics with these properties are important in many applications which require properties of behavioral self-organization. One application is the VITEWRITE model described above or, more genemlly, working memories for sensorirnotor planning whose dis- June 28, 1994 tributed representations can be unitized during learning and subsequently read-out on demand during performance. In the case of the VITEWRITE model, the working memory reads out planning vectors Dy;, that are generated during sensory-motor imitation and learning.
Then volitional commands, such as the GO and GRO signals of the VITEWRITE model, can flexibly modify the invariant contents of the working memory to generate movements that can rapidly adapt to variable task conditions. Other applications include working memories for eye movement control (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1989) , for variable-rate speech perception (Cohen and Grossberg, 1986; Cohen, Grossberg, and Stork, 1987) , and for 3-D visual object recognition (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992) .
Invariance Principle and Normalization Rule
The STORE neural network working memories are based upon algebraically characterized working memories that were introduced by Grossberg (1978a Grossberg ( , 1978b . These algebraic working memories were designed to explain psychological data concerning working memory storage and recall. In these models, individual events arc stored in working rnenwry in such a way that the pattern of STM activity across event representations encodes both the events that have occurred and the temporal order in which they have occurred. In the cognitive literature, such a. working memory is often said to store both item information a.nd onle1· information (Healy, 1975; Lee and Estes, 1981; Ratcliff, 1978) . Item information is encoded by wha.t nodes arc active. Order information is represented by their relative activation, with the most active nodes performed first. The models also include a mechanism for reading out events in the stored temporal order. A rehearsal wave, or nonspecific arousal input, causes the most active node to be rea.d-out first, as it self-inhibits its own activation via negative feedback to enable the next-most-active node to be read-out. An event sequence can hereby be performed from STM even if it is not yet incorporated through learning into r:rM, much a.s a. new telephone nurnber can be repeated the first time that it is heard.
The large data base on working memory shows tha.t storage and performance of temporal order information from working memory is not always veridical (Atkinson <md Shiffrin, 1971; Baddeley, 197(); Reeves and Sperling, 1986) The observed deviations from veridical temporal order in S'I'M were shown to follow from two postulates of the algcbra,ic working rnernory model that have clear adaptive value. These principles are called the Invaria.nce Principle and the Normalization Rule (Grossberg, l978b) .
lnvariance Principle: 'I'he spatial patterns of STM activation across the event representations of a working memory arc stored and updated in response to sequentially presented events in such a way as to lea.ve inva.ria.nt the temporal order of all groupings of previously presented events. In particular, a temporal list of events is encoded in S'I'M in a way that preserves the stability of previously learned r;rM codes for familiar sublists of the list.
For example, suppose that the word l\1Y has previously been stored in a. working memory's S'I'M and has, through learning, established a learned chunk in LTM. Suppose that the word MY,SELF is then stored for the first time in S'I'M. The word MY is a. syllable of MY,SELF. 'I'he STM encoding of MY as a syllable of MYSELF rnay not be the sanre as its STM encoding as a word in its own right. On the other hand, MY~s STM encoding a.s pa.rt of MY,SELF should not be allowed to force forgetting of the r;rM code for MY as a word in its own right. If it, did, familiar words, such as MY, could not be leMned as parts of larger words, such a.s MYSELF, without eliminating the smaller words from the lexicon. June 28, 1994 More generally, new wholes could not be built from familiar parts without erasing r;rM of the parts. Figure 10 The Invariance Principle can be realized algebraically as follows, provided that no list items are repeated. Assume for simplicity that the i 1 ·" list item is preprocessed by a winnertake-all network. Each list item then activates a single output node of the preprocessor network. (Properties of the working memory also obtain if a finite set of output nodes is activated for each item.) In the winner-take-all case, the winning node that is activated by the i 1 " item send a binary input I; to the first working memory level F.t (Figure 10 ). Let a;; denote the activity of the ith item representation of F1. Suppose that I; is registered in working mernory at timet;. At timet;, the activity pattern (x1(t;), x2(t; 
By (7), at timet;, the pattern (x1 (ti-l), :r2(ti-1), ... , '"i-1 (ti-l)) of previously stored STM activities is multiplied by a common factor w; as the i 1 " item is stored with initial activity
The storage rule (7) satisfies the lnvaria.nce Principle for the following reason. Suppose that F1 is the first level of a two-level competitive learning, or self-organizing feature map, network (Grossberg, 1976) . Then F] sends signals to the second level 1'2 via an adaptive filter. 'I'he total input to the/" 1'2 node is 'BkXkZkj, where ;;k.i denotes the r;rM trace, or adaptive weight, in the path from the k 1 " F1 node to the/·" F2 node. In psychological terms, each active F2 node represents a chunk of the Ji\ activity pattern. When the j 1 " 1'2 node is active, the ];I'M weights Zk_i converge toward xk; in other words, the vector of ];I'M traces Zk_i becomes parallel to the I'\ activity vector. When a new item i is added to the list, the Invariance Principle implies that the previously active items in the list will simply be multiplied by a common factor w;, thereby maintaining a constant ratio between the STM activities of previously active items. Constant STM activity ratios imply that the S'I'M activity vector at F\ remains parallel to its r;rM weight vectors as the magnitudes of the S'I'M activities change under new inputs. Hence, adding new list items does not invalidate the STM and LTM codes for sublists. In particular, the temporal order of items in each sublist, encoded as relative sizes of both the S'I'M and the r;rM variables, remains invariant.
Normalization Rnle: The Normalization Rule algebraically realizes the classical property of the limited capacity of STM (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1971) . A convenient statement of this property is given by the equation
June 28, .1994 where 0 1 = 1 and 0; decreases towards 0 as i increases. For example, let 0; = oi-l, with 0 < 0 < 1. Total activity Si then increases toward an asymptote, S, as new items are presented. ParameterS characterizes the "limited capacity" of STM. In human subjects, this parameter is determined by biological constraints. In an artificial neural network, parameter S can be set at any finite value.
Using (7) and (8), it was proved in Grossberg (1978a) that the rate at which S; approaches its asymptote S helps to determine the form of the STM activity pattern. The pattern (x1, ... , Xi) can exhibit primacy (all Xk-1 > xk), recency (all Xk-1 < xk), or bowing, which combines primacy for early items with recency for later items (Grossberg, 1978a) . These patterns correspond to properties of STM storage by human subjects. Model parameters are typically set so that the STM activity pattern exhibits a primacy gradient in response to a short list. Since more active nodes are read-out of STM before less active nodes during performance trials, primacy storage leads to the correct order of recall in response to a short list. Using the same parameters, the STM activity pattern exhibits a bow in response to longer lists, and approaches a recency gradient in response to still longer lists. An STM bow leads to performance of items near the list beginning and end before items near the list middle. A larger STM activity at a node also leads to a higher probability of recall from that node when the network is perturbed by noise. An STM bow thus leads to earlier recall and to a higher probability of recall from items at the beginning and the end of a list.
These forma.! network properties are seen in experiments that test working mernory in human subjects, such as free recall experiments during which subjects are asked to recall the items in a list after being exposed to them once in a prescribed order (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1971; Healy, 1975; Lee and Estes, 1981) . Effects of I;rM on free recall data. have also been analysed by the theory (Grossberg, 1978a (Grossberg, , 1978b .
The multiplicative gating in equation (7) and the normalization rule in (8) are algebraic versions of the general types of properties which a.re found in shunting competitive feedback networks (Grossberg, 1 973) . A ta.sk of STORE model research wa.s to design specia.lized shunting networks which realize equations (7) and (8) as emergent properties of their rea.ltinre dynarnics (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992) . The S'I'OIU<; rnodel is a. rmltirne shunting network, defined below, which exhibits the desired emergent properties. ln particular, the STORE system moves from prirna.cy to bowing to recency as a single model para.n1eter is increased.
Working Memory Invariance nnder Variable Input Speed, Duration, and Interstimulus Interval
Two types of real-tirne working memory models, tra.nsient models and sustained models, can realize the inva.ria.nce and norm.alization properties. In a transient model, presentation of items with different durations can alter the temporal order of previously stored items. Transient memory rnodels cmr still accurately represent temporal order if input durations are controlled by a preprocessing stage to have a. constant duration. Sustained models allow input durations and interitem intervals to be essentially arbitrary: so long as these intervals a.re not too short, variations in input speed, duration, and interstimulus interval have no effect on the ternporal order that is stored in STM. A sustained neural network model is defined below. This two-level STORE model codes lists of distinct items. A variant of t.he STORE model design can encode the invariant temporal order of lists in which each item Jttne 28, 1994 may occur multiple times (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1994) . Each item may a.lso be represented by multiple nodes.
The flrst level of the STORE model (Figure 10 ) consists of nodes with STM activity x;.
The ith item is a.ssumed to send a unit input I; to the ith node for a. time interval of length a;. After an interstimulus interval of length (3;, the next item sends a.n input to the ( i + 1) 81 node, a.nd so on. Ea.ch STM node a.lso receives shunting inhibition via. a nonspeciflc feedback signa.! tha.t is proportional to the tota.l STM activity x. The second STORE level consists of excitatory interneurons whose activity y; tracks x;. A critical a.dditiona.l fa.ctor in the model is gain control that enables changes in x; to occur only when a.n input is present a.nd enables cha.nges in y; to occur only when no input is present.
This alternating gain control allows feedback from Yk to Xk (k < i) to preserve previously stored patterns even when a. new input I; is on for a. long time interval. These processes a.re defined below in the simplest wa.y possible to permit complete analysis a.nd understanding of the model's emergent properties.
The STORE model is defined by the dimensionless equations and where and dx;
[
(10)
( I<l)
Parameter A in (9) scales the relative size of bottom-up inputs I; to top-down feedback signals Yi· In (13), the notation "c" in I' designates tha.t the values of I' are complementary to those of I; when I is on in (9), 1' is off in (10), and conversely. 'l'he input sequence I; is given by
I;(t) = {6
if t; -a; < t < t;
otherwise (] 5) (Figure lOb) . 'l'he input durations (a;) and the interstimulus intervals ((3; = t;-a;-i;_ 1 ) are assumed to be large relative to the dimensionless relaxation times of x; and y;, set equal to 1 in equations (9) and their values have no effect on patterns of memory storage. The following properties of the STORE model are proved in Bradski, Carpenter and Grossberg (1992) . The relative sizes of the activities in pattern (x 1 , ... , Xi-!) are preserved when Xi becomes active. For large values of A, the total STM activity is approximately normalized at all times, whereas for small A, it grows rapidly as more inputs perturb the network. Since the size of parameter A in (9) reflects the degree to which the input l;
influences the STM pattern, recency for large A (present input dominates) and primacy for small A (past activities dominate) would be intuitively predicted. In fact, for large 14. Concluding Remarks The VITEWRI'I'E and STOllE rnodels suggest several general conclusions about the temporal organization of planned behaviors. First, the temporal properties of behavior rmcy not be explicitly encoded in their controlling neural circuits. Rather, they rnay be implicitly coded distributed properties that emerge as a result of interactions across multiple neurons and processing stages. For example, in the VITEWRITE model, feedback interactions between a Vector Plan working memory and a. VITE trajectory generator determine the form and timing of handwriting production. 'l'he "rnotor program" is an emergent property of these feedback interactions. These feedback interactions enable simple GO and GRO volitional commands to flexibly alter the speed, size, and style of the handwriting representation that is invariantly coded in the Vector Plan. Likewise, the temporal order of the item representations that are remembered by a STORE working memory is implicitly coded by the relative sizes of the item representation activities. A nonspecific rehearsal wave, like the feedback signa.! from the DVm·GO stage in Figure 1 , translates these relative activities into J1tne 28, 1994 the order of recall, with the largest activities being read-out earliest while self-inhibiting themselves in order to prevent perseverative read-out of the same items over and over again. The relative activities, in turn, are stored in a way that enables all possible groupings of stored items to be stably learned and recalled by unitized representations, or chunks, with which the working rnemory reciprocally interacts.
The second general conclusion is that different organizational principles may govern the design of neural circuits that control different aspects of timed behavior. In particular, the principles governing the VI'I'EWRITE model concern how movement synergies ca.n be controlled in such a way that individual synergies may be synchronously performed at variable speeds, yet different synergies may be flexibly reorganized by volitional commands that govern their individual times, speeds, and sizes of production. In contrast, principles governing the STORE model concern how sequences of events may be represented in STM in such a. way that they may be stably unitized in and recalled from ];I'M. Different brain regions are, moreover, implicated in the control of these different neural designs. The VITE model has been used to explain data about parietal cortex, motor cortex and basal ganglia., whereas the STORE model may be used to interpret data about the frontal cortex and its interactions with other brain regions.
The principles that govern the VITEWIUTE and STORE models do not exhaust the model neural designs that have been used to explain behavioral and neural data about temporally organized behaviors. Some examples of neural models constructed by our research group are listed below as well as references that discuss the work of many other authors. For example, conditioning of individual motor acts during reinforcernent learning is adaptively timed. This process is modelled by a Spectral Timing model that is corn pared with data frorn hippocarnpus and cerebellum (Bullock, Fiala., and Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg a.nd Merrill, 1992; Grossberg a.ncl Schmajuk, 1989) . Circadian rhythms that control rnarnmalian sleep and wake cycles are regubted on a much slower time scale. This oscillatory process is rnodelled by a. Gated Pa.cernaker rnodel t.ha.t. is compared with data from the suprachia.smatic nuclei of the hypothala.rnus (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1983 , 1984 , 1985 . Oscillatory rnovernent gaits and gait transitions, such a.s the cat gaits (wa.lk, trot, pace, gallop), and the human gaits (walk, run) operate on a much faster time scale than circadian rhythms. 'I'hese oscillatory movements are rnodelled by a GO Gait Generator model that is compared with da.ta about. spinal cord, basal ganglia, and motor cortex, among other neural structures (Cohen, Grossberg, and Pribc, 1992 , 1993a , 1993b , 1993c Grossberg, Pribe, and Cohen, 1993) ). A centra.] task of computational neuroscience is to further develop neural models of these various types of tempora.lly organized behavior and to show how they may be integrated into a. unified neural architecture for the real-time control of intelligent adaptive behavior.
!1tne 28, 1994 Figure and Table Captions Figure 1. Schematic of the VITEWRITE model: A vector plan functions a.s a motor program that stores discrete planning Difference Vectors DVp in a working memory. A GRO signal determines the size of script and a GO signal its speed of execution. After the vector plan a.nd these will-to-act signals arc activated, the circuit generates script automatically. Size-scaled planning vectors DVp·GRO are read into a Target Position Vector (TPV). An outflow representation of present position, the Present Position Vector (PPV), is subtracted from the TPV to define a movement Difference Vector (DV m)· The DV m is multiplied by the GO signa.!. The net signal DV m·GO is integrated by the PPV until it equals the TPV. The signa] DVm·GO is thus an outflow representation of movement speed. It is used to automatically trigger read-out of the next planning vector DVp. See text for details.
[Reprinted with permission from Bullock, Grossberg, a.nd Mannes (1993) .] [Reprinted with permission from Bullock, Grossberg, a.nd Mannes (1993) .] 28, 1994 mm prior to reduction. The end effector position was calculated by equations (1) and (2).
[Reprinted with permission from Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) .] shows the letter "b" executed at a "normal" speed (Go= 1), pa.nel (b) at twice that speed (Go= 2). [Reprinted with permission from Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) .] Figure 9 . Relationship between pen tip (tangential) velocity \l(t) and curvature for the letter "b." The simulated pen tip trajectory x(t),y(t) was least-squares fitted to a. polynomial. Velocity was computed as \l(t) = (x 2 + i; Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg (1992) .] Carpenter, and Grossberg (1992) .] Table 1 . Notation for a. motor program, characterizing the letter shape shown in Figure G .
X is launched first, with a. target of 10 length units (corresponding to about 5mm). During the next half cycle, which is launched at the velocity peak of the X motion, executes an upward (Y) motion of 110 units. At theY velocity peak, an X motion in the other direction is triggered. This temporally overlapping succession of X and Y is continued until the last pattern of the motor program, which launches no component, and so movement comes to a halt. Numbers in round brackets denote the TPYi during the second half-cycle, i.e. the June 28, 1994 decreasing part of the velocity profile. [Reprinted with permission from Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes (1993) .] ... 
